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Offers readers of all ages an incredible view into the lives of 34 intelligent fairies. True fairy tales told

by the fairies themselves. Plant fairies live wherever there are plants, even in the cities. In 1950,

Daphne Charters who lived near the edge of a town in England began to see the fairies who lived in

her neighborhood. Eventually Daphne became their good friend. Daphne had ongoing friendships

with these fairies for forty years. Over the years Daphne worked with 34 individual fairies from two

groups of nature fairies and one group of house fairies. The fairies told Daphne about their lives,

their exploits, their work and their spiritual development. Daphne wrote it all down. The Collected

Fairy Manuscripts of Daphne Charters are one of the great, fairy literary treasures of the twentieth

century. Hitherto these manuscripts have been available to only a few. Daphne's writings offer one

of the most intimate looks into the lives of the fairies available today.
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I loved this book...very interesting and detailed. Fairy fabulous. I believe her astral fairy encounters

are valid. After-all, spiritual sight is done at the level of the mind. If it truly is mind over matter, then

physical sight is also done at the level of the mind. Anything is possible.

I had been curious to read this book for quite some time and am very pleased I bought it and have

had the chance to do so. Let the reader judge for themselves, if this is your interest I would not pass

it by. I think R J Stewart has written an excellent forward and thanks to Michael Pilarski for his

dedication in getting it published. I only wish there were more books around of this calibre.



Nice!

This book was delightful. A surprise around every corner and like guest from an old fashioned very

well mannered lawn party. will have to find the other s in the series.

Th bookis alright ...but little far fetched...but enjoyed reading it ...we all believe a little in the fairy

land..fun ...go ahead a read it

If you have a genuine interest in nature spirits, then this book should be in your collection. It goes

into such detail surrounding their lives, purpose, the importance of thought forms in their world, and

the different realms. This book is a treasure and one you won't want to part with. I wish there were

more books of this genre, but honestly, how many people have had this much experience with the

fairy realm? Highly recommended.

Imagine sitting down at a table for tea and having a nice chat with the fairies who live in your

garden. Daphne Charters does just that, as she faithfully records the conversations and friendships

among her, her astral friends and the fairies.I thoroughly enjoyed catching an intimate glimpse into

the fairies' lives, as they share their homes, their partnerships, their way of love, their struggles, and

their ascension practices. What delightful and different personalities each of them has! After reading

this book, I feel like I'm friends with them as well.This book also contains esoteric materials

presented in an experiential way -- indeed as the fairies are experiencing them! I learned a lot from

these fairies about playing with the world of subtle energy, as they do every day.Bottom line: an

essential read for anyone serious about understanding the world of the fairies.
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